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5.3.  Agriculture
	Conclusions regarding the consequences of climate change for the agriculture sector in the SAR (Reilly et al., 1996) provide an important benchmark for this section.  The focus in this section is on basic mechanisms and processes that regulate the sensitivity of agriculture to climate change, relying mostly on research results since the SAR.  Specifically, we ask how the conclusions of the SAR have stood the test of new research.  Research advances since the SAR have brought several new issues to light—for example, understanding the adaptation of agriculture to climate change.
	The discussion in this section is guided by the State-Pressure-Impact-Response-Adaptation model (see Figure 5-1).  The pace of social, economic, and technological change in the agriculture sector will steadily transform the setting in which climate change is likely to interact with sensitive features of the food system.  The current state of the sector and important trends that would transform it provide a baseline against which to examine the potential consequences of climate change (Section 5.3.1).  Multiple pressures are being exerted on the agriculture sector, including the need to meet rising demand for food and fiber, resource degradation, and a variety of environmental changes (Section 5.3.2).  Agricultural impacts, response, and adaptation are discussed concurrently because they are inseparable parts of the calculus of the vulnerability of agricultural systems to climate change.  Hence, we consider the response and adaptive potential of agriculture in each of the succeeding sections.  Agriculture is likely to respond initially to climate change through a series of automatic mechanisms.  Some of these mechanisms are biological; others are routine adjustments by farmers and markets.  Note that we equate response with automatic adaptation, as discussed in Chapter 18.
	Climate change will impact agriculture by causing damage and gain at scales ranging from individual plants or animals to global trade networks.  At the plant or field scale, climate change is likely to interact with rising CO2 concentrations and other environmental changes to affect crop and animal physiology (Section 5.3.3).  Impacts and adaptation (agronomic and economic) are likely to extend to the farm and surrounding regional scales (Section 5.3.4).  Important new work also models agricultural impacts and adaptation in a global economy (Section 5.3.5).  Finally, the vulnerabilities of the agriculture sector, which persist after taking account of adaptation, are assessed (Section 5.3.6).
5.3.1.  State of the Global Agricultural Sector
	As Reilly et al.  (1996) argue in the SAR, one of the foremost goals for global agriculture in coming decades will be expansion of the global capacity of food and fiber in step with expansion of global demand.  Agriculture in the 20th century accomplished the remarkable achievement of increasing food supply at a faster rate than growth in demand, despite rapidly growing populations and per capita incomes.  Key summary indicators of the balance between global demand and supply are world prices for food and feed grains.  Johnson (1999) and Antle et al.  (1999a) show that during the second half of the 20th century, real (inflation-adjusted) prices of wheat and feed corn have declined at an average annual rate of 1-3%.  Climate change aside, several recent studies (World Bank, 1993; Alexandratos, 1995; Rosegrant et al., 1995; Antle et al., 1999a; Johnson, 1999) anticipate that aggregate food production is likely to keep pace with demand, so that real food prices will be stable or slowly declining during the first 2 decades of the 21st century.
	According to the U.S. Department of Agriculture (1999), food security1 has improved globally, leading to a decline in the total number of people without access to adequate food.  The declining real price of food grains has greatly improved the food security of the majority of the world's poor, who spend a large share of their incomes on these staples.  The global number, however, masks variation in food security among regions, countries, and social groups that are vulnerable because of low incomes or a lack of access to food (FAO, 1999a).  In lower income countries, political instability and inadequate physical and financial resources are the root causes of the food security problem (see Section 5.3.6).  In higher income, developing countries, food insecurity stems from unequal distribution of food that results from wide disparities in purchasing power.
	Agricultural production and trade policies also affect global food availability and food security.  There is a widespread tendency for high-income countries to maintain policies that effectively subsidize agricultural production, whereas low-income countries generally have policies that tax or discourage agricultural production (Schiff and Valdez, 1996).  Many low-income countries also pursue policies that promote food self-sufficiency.  Although all of these policies tend to reduce the efficiency of agricultural resource utilization in low- and high-income countries, they have not changed long-run trends in global supply and demand (Antle, 1996a).
	Relatively few studies have attempted to predict likely paths for food demand and supply beyond 2020.  There are reasons for optimism that growth in food supply is likely to continue apace with demand beyond 2020.  For example, population growth rates are projected to decline into the 21st century (Bos et al., 1994; Lutz et al., 1996; United Nations, 1996), and multiple lines of evidence suggest that agricultural productivity potential is likely to continue to increase.  Rosegrant and Ringler (1997) project that current and future expected yields will remain below theoretical maximums for the foreseeable future, implying opportunities for further productivity growth.
	Other analysts are less optimistic about long-term world food prospects.  For example, there is evidence that the Asian rice monoculture may be reaching productivity limits, because of adverse impacts on soils and water (Pingali, 1994).  Tweeten (1998) argues that extrapolation of the downward trend in real food prices observed in the latter half of the 20th century could be erroneous, because the supply of the best arable land is being exhausted, and rates of productivity growth are declining.  At the same time, demand is likely to continue to grow at reasonably high rates well into the 21st century.  Other studies indicate concerns about declining rates of investment in agricultural productivity, and their impacts on world food production in some major producing and consuming areas (Hayami and Otsuka, 1994; Rozelle and Huang, 1999).  Ruttan (1996) indicates that despite advances in biotechnology, most yield improvements during the first decades of the 21st century are likely to continue to come from conventional plant and animal breeding techniques.  These concerns about future productivity growth, if correct, mean that simple extrapolation of yield for impact assessment (e.g., Alexandratos, 1995) may be overoptimistic.  The implication is that confidence in predictions of the world food demand and supply balance and price trends beyond the early part of the 21st century is low.
Box 5-3.
Impacts of Climate Change and Elevated CO2 on Grain and Forage Quality from Experimentation
	The importance of climate change impacts on grain and forage quality emerges from new research.  For rice, the amylose content of the grain—a major determinant of cooking quality—is increased under elevated CO2 (Conroy et al., 1994).  Cooked rice grain from plants grown in high-CO2 environments would be firmer than that from today's plants.  However, concentrations of iron and zinc, which are important for human nutrition, would be lower (Seneweera and Conroy, 1997).  Moreover, the protein content of the grain decreases under combined increases of temperature and CO2 (Ziska et al., 1997).
	With wheat, elevated CO2 reduces the protein content of grain and flour by 9-13% (Hocking and Meyer, 1991; Conroy et al., 1994; Rogers et al., 1996a).  Grain grown at high CO2 produces poorer dough of lower extensibility and decreased loaf volume (Blumentahl et al., 1996), but the physiochemical properties of wheat starch during grain fill are not significantly modified (Tester et al., 1995).  Increases in daily average temperatures above 30°C, even applied for periods of up to 3 days, tend to decrease dough strength (Randall and Moss, 1990).  Hence, for bread making, the quality of flour produced from wheat grain developed at high temperatures and in elevated CO2 degrades.
	With high-quality grass species for ruminants, elevated CO2 and temperature increase have only minor impacts on digestibility and fiber composition of cut material (Akin et al., 1995; Soussana et al., 1997).  The large increase in water-soluble carbohydrates in elevated CO2 (Casella and Soussana, 1997) could lead to faster digestion in the rumen, whereas declines in nitrogen concentration occurring mainly with C3 species (Owensby et al., 1994; Soussana et al., 1996; Read et al., 1997) reduce the protein value of the forage.  The protein-to-energy ratio has been shown to be more critical in tropical climates than in temperate countries (Leng, 1990).  Livestock that graze low protein-containing rangeland forage therefore may be more detrimentally affected by increased C:N ratios than energy-limited livestock that graze protein-rich pastures (Gregory et al., 1999).  Basically, lowering of the protein-to-energy ratio in forage could reduce the availability of microbial protein to ruminants for growth and production, leading to more inefficient utilization of the feed base and more waste, including emissions of methane.
5.3.2.  Pressures on Agriculture Sector
5.3.2.1.  Degradation of Natural Resources
	Degradation of natural resources—taken here as soils, forests, marine fisheries, air, and water—diminishes agricultural production capacity (Pinstrup-Andersen and Pandya-Lorch, 1998).  Soil degradation emerges as one of the major challenges for global agriculture.  It is induced via erosion, chemical depletion, water saturation, and solute accumulation.  In the post-World War II period, approximately 23% of the world's agricultural land, permanent pastures, forests, and woodland were degraded, as defined by the United Nations Environment Program (UNEP) (Oldeman et al., 1991).  Various estimates put the annual loss of land at 5-10 million ha per year (Scherr and Yadav, 1997).  Although irrigated land accounts for only 16% of the world's cropland, it produces 40% of the world's food.  There are signs of a slowing in the rate of expansion of irrigation: 10-15% of irrigated land is degraded to some extent by waterlogging and salinization (Alexandratos, 1995).  Degradation of natural resources is likely to hinder increases in agricultural productivity and could dim optimistic assessments of the prospects of satisfying growing world food demand at acceptable environmental cost.
5.3.2.2.  Other Global Change Factors
	Regional scenarios of seasonal temperature and precipitation change for 32 world regions, analyzed in Chapter 3, show the current variability of climate and the range of changes predicted by GCMs for 30-year time periods centered on 2025, 2055, and 2085.  This background information is essential to interpret the potential impacts of climate change on crops and livestock production.  Equally important background information is provided by agro-climatic indices.  Agro-climatic indices are useful in conveying climate variability and change in terms that are meaningful to agriculture.  They give a first approximation of the potential effects of climate change on agricultural production and should continue to be used (Sirotenko et al., 1995; Sirotenko and Abashina, 1998; Menzhulin, 1998).
	Several other climate-related global environmental changes are likely to affect the agriculture sector in coming years.  Reilly et al. (1996) reviewed the exposure of crops to tropospheric ozone (O3).  Progress in sorting out interactions between O3, CO2, and climate variability is reviewed below.
	Climate change is likely to interact with other global changes, including population growth and migration, economic growth, urbanization, and changes in land use and resource degradation.  Döös and Shaw (1999) use an accounting system to estimate the sensitivity of agricultural production to various aspects of global change, including loss of cropland from soil degradation and urbanization.  Imhoff et al. (1997) use remote-sensing techniques and soils data to show that urbanization in the United States has occurred primarily on high-quality agricultural lands.
5.3.3.  Response of Crops and Livestock and Impacts on Food and Fiber
5.3.3.1.  Interaction between Rising CO2 Concentrations and Climate Change
	Advances in knowledge of CO2 effects on crop and forage plants establish convincingly, although incompletely, that it is no longer useful to examine the impacts of climate change absent their interactions with rising atmospheric CO2 (see Boxes 5-3 and 5-4).  Crop and forage plants are likely to be forced to deal with the combined effects of climate change and rising atmospheric CO2 concentrations.  In this section, emphasis is placed on understanding basic interactions between plant productivity, climate change, and rising CO2 concentrations.  The direct effects of climate change on livestock also are considered.
5.3.3.1.1.  Interactive effects of temperature increase and atmospheric CO2 concentration
	Because temperature increase enhances photorespiration in C3 species (Long, 1991), the positive effects of CO2 enrichment on photosynthetic productivity usually are greater when temperature rises (Bowes et al., 1996; Casella et al., 1996).  A rise in mean global nighttime temperatures (Horton, 1995) could enhance carbon losses from crops by stimulating shoot dark respiration (Amthor, 1997).  Despite possible short-term effects of elevated CO2 on dark respiration (Amthor, 1997; Drake et al., 1997), the long-term ratio of shoot dark respiration to photosynthesis is approximately constant with respect to air temperature and CO2 concentration (Gifford, 1995; Casella and Soussana, 1997).  With moderate temperatures, long-term doubling of current ambient CO2 under field-like conditions leads to a 30% enhancement in the seed yield of rice, despite a 5-10% decline in the number of days to heading (Horie et al., 2000).  The grain yield of CO2-enriched rice shows about a 10% decline for each 1°C rise above 26°C.  This decline is caused by a shortening of growth duration and increased spikelet sterility.  Similar scenarios have been reported for soybean and wheat (Mitchell et al., 1993; Bowes et al., 1996).  With rice, the effects of elevated CO2 on yield may even become negative at extremely high temperatures (above 36.5 °C) during flowering (Horie et al., 2000).  However, in some cropping systems with growth in the cooler months, increased rates of phenological development, with warm temperatures and/or earlier planting dates, may tend to move the grain fill period earlier into the year during the cooler months, offsetting at least part of the deleterious effects of higher temperatures (Howden et al., 1999a).
5.3.3.1.2.  Interactive effects of water availability and atmospheric CO2 concentration
	Although stomatal conductance is decreased under elevated CO2, the ratio of intercellular to ambient CO2 concentration usually is not modified, and stomata do not appear to limit photosynthesis more in elevated CO2, compared to ambient CO2 (Drake et al., 1997).  Elevated-CO2 effects on crop evapotranspiration per unit land area (E) have been small with cotton (Dugas et al., 1994; Hunsaker et al., 1994; Kimball et al., 1994) and spring wheat (Kimball et al.,1995, 1999) crops supplied with ample nitrogen fertilizer.  With rice, under field-like conditions, CO2 enrichment reduced seasonal total E by 15% at 26°C but increased E by 20% at 29.5°C (Horie et al., 2000).  A larger decline (-22%) in the daily E of a C4-dominated tallgrass prairie was reported by Ham et al.  (1995), and a strong reduction in water use per plant also was observed for maize (Samarakoon and Gifford, 1996), a C4 plant.  The consequences of these direct effects of elevated CO2 concentrations on E are still unclear at the catchment scale (see Section 4.3.3).
	Relative enhancement of growth owing to CO2 enrichment might be greater under drought conditions than in wet soil, because photosynthesis would be operating in a more CO2-sensitive region of the CO2 response curve (André and Du Cloux, 1993; Samarakoon and Gifford, 1995).  In the absence of water deficit, C4 photosynthesis is believed to be CO2 saturated at present atmospheric CO2 concentration (Bowes, 1993; see also Kirschbaum et al., 1996).  However, as a result of stomatal closure, it can become CO2-limited under drought.  Some of the literature examples in which C4 crop species, such as maize, have responded to elevated CO2 may have involved (possibly unrecognized) minor water deficits (Samarakoon and Gifford, 1996).  Therefore, CO2-induced growth enhancement in C4 species (e.g., Poorter, 1993) may be caused primarily by improved water relations and WUE (Samarakoon and Gifford, 1996) and secondarily by direct photosynthetic enhancement and altered source-sink relationships (Ruget et al., 1996; Meinzer and Zhu, 1998).  With rice, at the optimal temperature for growth, a doubling of CO2 increases crop WUE by about 50%.  However, this increase in WUE declines sharply as temperature increases beyond the optimum (Horie et al., 2000).  Although increased productivity from increased WUE is the major response to elevated CO2 in a C3 or C4 crop that is exposed frequently to water stress (Idso and Idso, 1994; Ham et al., 1995; Drake et al., 1997), changes in climatic factors (temperature, rainfall) may interact with elevated CO2 to alter soil water status, which in turn will influence hydrology and nutrient relations.  Therefore, to realistically project impacts on crop yields and regional evaporation (see Chapter 4), more research is needed on the interactions of elevated CO2, high temperature, and precipitation. 	
5.3.3.2.  Interactive Effects of CO2 Concentrations, Climate Change, Soils, and Biotic Factors
5.3.3.2.1.  Interactive effects of CO2 concentrations with soils
	There is not yet any clear consensus regarding the magnitude and sign of interactions between elevated CO2 and nutrient availability for crop growth.  Reviews of available data indicate that, on average, plants grown at high nutrient supply respond more strongly to elevated CO2 than nutrient-stressed plants (Poorter, 1993, 1998).  Nevertheless, the current rise in atmospheric CO2 concentration may help plants cope with soil nutritional deficiencies (Idso and Idso, 1994) and especially with low nitrogen availability (Lloyd and Farquhar, 1996; Drake et al., 1997).  Several authors emphasize that a strong increase in biomass production under elevated CO2 cannot be sustained in low fertilizer input systems, without an appropriate increase in nutrients assimilation (Comins and McMurtrie, 1993; Gifford, 1994; Schimel, 1998).  When other nutrients are not strongly limiting, a decline in nitrogen availability could be prevented by an increase in biological N2 fixation under elevated CO2 (Gifford, 1992, 1994).  In fertile grasslands, legumes benefit more from elevated CO2 than non-fixing species, resulting in significant increases in symbiotic N2 fixation (Soussana and Hartwig, 1996; Zanetti et al., 1996).
	Plants grown under elevated CO2 generally increase the allocation of photosynthates to roots (Rogers et al., 1996b; Murray, 1997), which increases the capacity and/or activity of below-ground carbon sinks (Rogers et al., 1994; Canadell et al., 1996; Körner, 1996), enhancing root turnover (Pregitzer et al., 1995; Loiseau and Soussana, 1999b), rhizodeposition (Cardon, 1996), and mycorrhizal development (Dhillion et al., 1996) in some but not all systems.  Some measurements also have shown an increase in soil N cycling (Hungate et al., 1997a), in response to short-term enrichment in CO2, although other studies have shown either no detectable change (Prior et al., 1997) or even a reduction in soil N mineralization (Loiseau and Soussana, 2001).  The relationships between C and N turnover in soils after exposure to elevated CO2 therefore are not fully understood, and it is still a matter of debate whether the availability of soil nitrogen for crop plants is reduced after a step increase in atmospheric CO2 concentration.
	Soil organic carbon (SOC) stocks result from the balance between inputs and decomposition of soil organic matter (SOM).  Residues of cotton (Torbert, et al., 1995), soybean, and sorghum (Henning et al., 1996) display increased C:N ratios from growth under elevated CO2, which may reduce their rate of decomposition in the soil and lead to an increment in ecosystem carbon stocks, similar to that observed in fertile grasslands (Casella and Soussana, 1997; Loiseau and Soussana, 1999a).  However, some studies (Newton et al., 1996; Ross et al., 1996, Hungate et al., 1997b) suggest higher carbon turnover, rather than a substantial net increase in soil carbon, under elevated CO2.  Predicted increased air and soil temperatures can be expected to increase the mineralization rate of SOM fractions that are not physically or chemically protected.  The degree of protection of SOM varies with several soil-specific factors, including structure, texture, clay mineralogy, and base cation status.  This may lead in the long term to negative effects on structural stability, water-holding capacity, and the availability of certain nutrients in the soil (see Reilly et al., 1996).  Organic matter decomposition tends to be more responsive than NPP to temperature, especially at low temperatures (Kirschbaum, 2000).  Within this range, any warming would stimulate organic matter decomposition (carbon loss) more than NPP (carbon gain); the net response would be a loss of soil carbon.  Mineralization rates also are influenced by soil water content.  For example, lower soil moisture in Mediterranean regions (see Chapter 3) would compensate temperature increase effects on carbon and nitrogen mineralization (Leiros et al.,1999).
	As a result of these interactions with soil processes, experiments that impose sudden changes in temperature or CO2, and last only a few years, are unlikely to predict the magnitude of long-term responses in crop productivity, soil nutrients (Thornley and Cannell, 1997), and carbon sequestration (Luo and Reynolds, 1999).  This may imply—in agreement with Walker et al. (1999)—that the actual impact of elevated CO2 on crop yields in farmers' fields could be less than in earlier estimates that did not take into account limitations of nutrient availability and plant-soil interactions.
5.3.3.2.2.  Interactions between effects of climate change and soil degradation
	Land management will continue to be the principal determinant of SOM content and susceptibility to erosion during the next few decades, but changes in vegetation cover resulting from short-term changes in weather and near-term changes in climate are likely to affect SOM dynamics and erosion, especially in semi-arid regions (Valentin, 1996; Gregory et al., 1999).
	The severity, frequency, and extent of erosion are likely to be altered by changes (see Table 3-10) in rainfall amount and intensity and changes in wind (Gregory et al., 1999).  Models demonstrate that rill erosion is directly related to the amount of precipitation, but that wind erosion increases sharply above a threshold windspeed.  In the U.S. corn belt, a 20% increase in mean windspeed greatly increases the frequency with which the threshold is exceeded, and thus the frequency of erosion events (Gregory et al., 1999).  Thus, the frequency and intensity of storms would have substantial effects on the amount of erosion expected from water and wind (Gregory et al., 1999).  Different conclusions might be reached for different regions.  Thus, before predictions can be made, it is important to evaluate models for erosion and SOM dynamics (Smith et al., 1997).  By reducing the water-holding capacity and organic matter contents of soils, erosion tends to increase the magnitude of nutrient and water stress.  Hence, in drought-prone and low-nutrient environments such as marginal croplands, soil erosion is likely (high confidence) to aggravate the detrimental effects of a rise in air temperature on crop yields.
5.3.3.2.3.  Interactions with weeds, pests, and diseases
	Modest progress has been made in understanding of pest (weeds, insects, pathogens) response to climate change since the SAR.  Oerke et al.  (1995) estimate pre-harvest losses to pests in major food and cash crops to be 42% of global potential production.  Rosenzweig et al.  (2000) suggest that ranges of several important crop pests in the United States have expanded since the 1970s, including soybean cyst nematode and corn gray leaf blight; these expansions are consistent with enabling climate trends, although there are competing explanations.  Promising work linking generic pest damage mechanisms with crop models is reported by Teng et al.  (1996).  For example, Luo et al.  (1995) linked the BLASTSIM and CERES-RICE models to simulate the effects of climate change on rice leaf blast epidemics.  They found that elevated temperature increases maximum blast severity and epidemics in cool subtropical zones; it inhibits blast development in warm humid subtropics.  Such model linkages have been used to examine climate change impacts on weed-crop competition (e.g., for rice-weed interactions see Graf et al., 1990) and insect pests (Venette and Hutchison, 1999; Sutherst et al., 2000).  Any direct yield gain caused by increased CO2 could be partly offset by losses caused by phytophagous insects, pathogens, and weeds.  15 studies of crop plants showed consistent decreases in tissue nitrogen in high CO2 treatments; the decreases were as much as 30%.  This reduction in tissue quality resulted in increased feeding damage by pest species by as much as 80% (Lincoln et al., 1984, 1986; Osbrink et al., 1987; Coviella and Trumble, 1999).  Conversly, seeds and their herbivores appear unaffected (Akey et al., 1988).  In general, leaf chewers (e.g., lepidoptera) tend to perform poorly (Osbrink et al., 1987; Akey and Kimball, 1989; Tripp et al., 1992; Boutaleb Joutei et al., 2000), whereas suckers (e.g., aphids) tend to show large population increases (Heagle et al., 1994; Awmack et al., 1997a; Bezemer and Jones, 1998)—indicating that pest outbreaks may be less severe for some species but worse for others under high CO2.  It is important to consider these biotic constraints in studies on crop yield under climate change.  Nearly all previous climate change studies excluded pests (Coakley et al., 1999).
Box 5-4.  Elevated CO2 Impacts on Crop
Productivity: Recent Estimates with Field-Grown Crops under FACE Experimentation
	The short-term responses to elevated CO2 of plants grown in artificial conditions are notoriously difficult to extrapolate to crops in the field (Körner, 1995a).  Moreover, with field-grown plants, enclosures tend to modify the plant's environment (Kimball et al., 1997).  However, even the most realistic free-air CO2 enrichment (FACE) experiments undertaken to date create a modified area (Kimball et al., 1993), analogous to a single irrigated field in a dry environment, and impose an abrupt change in CO2 concentration.  A cotton crop exposed to FACE increased biomass and harvestable yield by 37 and 48%, respectively, in elevated (550 ppm) CO2.  This effect was attributed to increased early leaf area, more profuse flowering, and a longer period of fruit retention (Mauney et al., 1994).  At 550 ppm CO2, spring wheat increased grain yields by 8-10% under well-watered conditions (Pinter et al., 1996).  More recent studies with optimal nitrogen and irrigation increased final grain yield by 15 and 16% for two growing seasons at elevated CO2 concentration (550 ppm), compared with control treatments (Pinter et al., 1996).  If these latter results are linearly extrapolated to the possible effect of a doubling (700 ppm) of the current atmospheric CO2 concentration, yields under ideal conditions would be 28% greater—in agreement with previous statements by Reilly et al.  (1996).  In grass-clover mixtures, the proportion of legume increased significantly under elevated CO2 (Hebeisen et al.,1997)—a conclusion also reached by several experimental studies with temperate and fertile managed grasslands (Newton et al., 1996; Soussana and Hartwig, 1996; Stewart and Potvin, 1996).





